
“Based on the Health plan presented this year this will be your deductible 

with this co-insurance and this maximum out of Pocket per year.”

Time From 1.22 to 1.30 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQEae5lXFHM

NEW SPEECH

$5,000

20%

$7,900



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQEae5lXFHM

Time From 1.36 to 2.04 

$24,000
$13,000

  $5,000

$8,000

$1,600

$6,400

$ 6,600

.

“The Hospital bill was $24,000 

before the insurance has been 

factored in.

Your Health insurance provider 

accepts the negotiated rate at 

$13,000.

Then, they will apply your deductible 

towards the $13,000,

which will bring this new balance.

They will also apply your co 

insurance to the remaining  balance, 

So, this will be your total 

responsibility owed to the hospital.”

NEW SPEECH



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQEae5lXFHM

Time From 2.23 to 2.29 

  $5,000

20%

$1,600

$ 6,600

“Based on the example we just 

gave you, this will be the  amount 

you will owe to the hospital.”

NEW SPEECH



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQEae5lXFHM

Time From 2.46 to 2.52 

$2,750
$1,150
$2,250
$200
$350
$400
$260
$710
$8,070

  $5,000

20%

$1,600

$ 6,600

$8,070

“So this would be the Total 

paid for this example for 2 

days in the hospital. “

NEW SPEECH



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQEae5lXFHM

Time From 2.46 to 2.52 

$2,750
$1,150
$2,250
$200
$350
$400
$260
$710
$8,070

Flash those numbers                than stop and                       Flash those numbers
 

“Please keep in mind that if 

you choose a different health 

plans with different coverage

 , the voluntary plans will still 

cover the same way.”

NEW SPEECH



“Your 1st time  in the hospital 

pays $2,915 + $165 /day 

So the first time and first night 

in the hospital,will be 

…….$3,080!…..

It will pay an additional $165 

per day for using the intensive 

care unit,

which makes, first time and 

first night in the hospital,…… 

$3,245.”

.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQEae5lXFHM

Time From 3.32 to 3.55 

NEW SPEECH

Remove

$2,915 + $165 /day = $3,080 

ICU $165 /day = $3,245 

NO CHANGES



“Most benefits on this plan will 
increase every year for the first 6 
years, then will be locked there after 
but the premium will remain the 
same.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQEae5lXFHM

Time From 4.23 until you add this slide and this speech

NEW SPEECH

Add this page



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQEae5lXFHM

Time From 4.44 to 4.52 

“You can also pick other voluntary benefits offered 
for this year enrollment. 
Please refer to the appropriate video provided to 
learn more about those plans.”

Replace this image with this image
NEW SPEECH



To remove from there to the end.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQEae5lXFHM

Time From 4.52 until the end.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ERCbIv7v78

For the end of the video we will take the end of this video

Time From 6.06 until the end.

“So those are some highlighted Points on how to protect your exposure THE RIGHT WAY by getting the Voluntary benefits 

with TSI through your company’s benefit package.

Thank you for watching this video and we hope you will take advantage of this benefits..”

NEW SPEECH

To ADD from there to the end.


